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Cardiogenic Shock (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	Leading world authorities drawn from cardiology, surgery, pediatrics, internal medicine, and basic science comprehensively survey the diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic aspects of cardiogenic shock. These experts describe the different scenarios leading to cardiogenic shock, the ways to diagnose their causes, the unique therapeutic...
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Lattice-Based Public-Key Cryptography in Hardware (Computer Architecture and Design Methodologies)Springer, 2019

	This book describes the efficient implementation of public-key cryptography (PKC) to address the security challenges of massive amounts of information generated by the vast network of connected devices, ranging from tiny Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags to powerful desktop computers. It investigates implementation aspects of post...
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Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2008

	Thoroughly updated with new examples and the latest research findings, this new edition also boasts updates case studies in each chapter, taken from recent editions of the Financial Times, that illustrate the practical implications of the issues raised.



	This book is about creating and sustaining superior performance in the...
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Tea: Bioactivity and Therapeutic Potential (Medicinal and Aromatic Plants - Industrial Profiles)CRC Press, 2002

	The tea plant, Camellia sinensis, is of particular importance to humans, and the consumption of tea has a long history of over 2000 years. Currently, tea is one of the most popular beverages worldwide. In recent years the subject of tea has attracted a great deal of attention. As well as the use of tea in traditional medicine, modern...
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Color Atlas of Human Poisoning and EnvenomingCRC Press, 2006

	The field of medical toxicology can be simply divided into animal and human poisonings from animal, plant,

	or man-made sources. Even more precisely, toxinology is the study of poisoning and envenoming by biological

	organisms, and toxicology is the study of human poisoning from manmade sources. Living organisms,

	such as animals,...
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Differential Equations and Control TheoryCRC Press, 2001
This volume is based on papers presented at the International Workshop on Differential Equations and Optimal Control, held at the Department of Mathematics of Ohio University in Athens, Ohio. The main objective of this international meeting was to feature new trends in the theory and applications of partial differential and functional-differential...
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Direct Transistor-Level Layout for Digital BlocksSpringer, 2004
Cell-based design methodologies have dominated layout generation of digital circuits. Unfortunately, the growing demands for transparent process portability, increased performance, and low-level device sizing for timing/power are poorly handled in a fixed cell library. 

Direct Transistor-Level Layout For Digital Blocks...
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Grant's Atlas of Anatomy, 12th EditionLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2008

	
		A cornerstone of gross anatomy since 1943, Grant's Atlas of Anatomy continues to reach students worldwide with its realistic illustrations, detailed surface anatomy photos, clinical relevance, and muscle tables.

	
		Renowned for its accuracy, pedagogy, and clinical relevance, the new edition of this classic...
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Identifying and Managing Project Risk: Essential Tools for Failure-Proofing Your ProjectAMACOM, 2015

	Projects--especially complex ones--are inherently risky. Between time constraints, technical challenges, and resource issues, things can easily go wrong--making the identification of potential risks an essential component of every project manager's job. Fully updated and consistent with the Risk Management Professional (RMP) certification...
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Healthcare-Associated Infections in Children: A Guide to Prevention and ManagementSpringer, 2018

	With advances in technology and medical science, children with previously untreatable and often fatal conditions, such as congenital heart disease, extreme prematurity and pediatric malignancy, are living longer.  While this is a tremendous achievement, pediatric providers are now more commonly facing challenges in these medical...
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Digital Convergence - Libraries of the FutureSpringer, 2007
Clay tablets have been used to keep records from the earliest times. However, they were used for archives rather than libraries and consisted mainly of administrative records.Private and personal libraries containing books first appeared in Greece in the 5th century BC.The Royal Library of Alexandria was founded in the 3rd century BC and was...
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Software Configuration ManagementAuerbach Publications, 2004
An effective systems development and design process is far easier to explain than it is to implement. A framework is needed that organizes the life cycle activities that form the process. This framework is Configuration Management (CM).

Software Configuration Management discusses the framework from a standards viewpoint, using...
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